In order achieve beyond 400 Gb/s serial optical transmission using commercially available equipment, in this work, we propose the use of channel capacity achieving modulation formats. We present a method to determine the optimum signal constellation for an arbitrary dispersion map. This method can be described by the following steps. (i) Determine the probability density functions (pdfs) of the fiber-optics channel, which can be approximated by complex Gaussian function or estimated by evaluating histograms. (ii) Use the resulting pdfs to determine the optimum input distribution to achieve the channel capacity. A split-step method is presented to perform the optimization over the probabilities and mass points of input distributions. (iii) After quantizing the optimum input distribution the optimum signal constellation can be determined. We study two types of dispersion maps currently in use, which are suitable for metro and mediumhaul applications. For each of them we determine the optimum signal constellation. The numerical results demonstrate the efficiency of this method and show that the optimized signal constellation can increase the transmission distance at most by three spans against its counterpart.
INTRODUCTION
Telecommunication needs are increasing continuously thanks to the popularity of the Internet and multimedia in everyday life. The 100 Gb/s transmission has already been standardized, and according to some industry experts 1Tb/s should be standardized by the year 2012-2013 1, 2 . Migrating to higher transmission rates comes along with numerous challenges including the degradation in the signal quality due to various linear and nonlinear channel impairments and increased installation costs. Advanced techniques, such as advanced modulation formats 3 , forward error correction, digital signal processing 4 , have been developed to deal with these problems. In addition to these techniques, it is of high importance to accurately determine the capacity of fiber-optics channel and develop novel coded modulation schemes capable of approaching it closely. There have been numerous attempts to determine the channel capacity of a nonlinear fiber-optics communication channel [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, recent works show that a better signal constellation can improve the achievable information rate (AIR) of optical fiber channel 3, 14 . Consequently, it is necessary to develop a constellation design method for nonlinear fiber-optics channel to exploit the full potential of fiber-optics channel.
In this paper we present a split-step method to determine the optimum input distribution to achieve such estimated channel capacity. Very often the fiber-optics channel is considered as a memoryless channel, the probability density function (pdf) of which is considered as a complex Gaussian distribution. Based on this approximation, we determine the optimum signal constellation from the capacity-achieving input distribution, and show the performance improvement against its counterpart. In order to reduce the channel memory, in this work, we use the digital backpropagation method as described by Ip 15 and Essiambre
5
. Unfortunately, the the nonlinear interaction between fiber nonlinearities and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise can not be compensated for by the backpropagation. Therefore, we propose a numerical method to estimate the pdfs and design the capacity-achieving signal constellation for a nonlinear fiber-optic channel. This method consists of the following steps: 1) approximate pdfs for energy of pulse by histograms' evaluation; *ivan@ece.arizona.edu; phone: +1 520 626-5119 2) determine probabilities and mass points of the capacity achieving distribution by split-step method; and 3) determine the optimum signal constellation by quantizing the resulting distribution. This method is applicable to the fiber-optics channel with an arbitrary dispersion map. In addition, we compare the proposed method with previously proposed one, used to calculate the AIRs or uniform information capacities by forward recursion of the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BJCR) algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the BJCR algorithm to calculate the AIRs of nonlinear fiberoptics channel, which is used as a reference case. In Section 3, we describe a split-step method to obtain the optimum input distribution. In Section 4, we determine the optimum signal constellation by modeling the fiber-optics channel as a memoryless complex Gaussian channel. Then we analyze the performance of the obtained constellation over a fiberoptics channel with receiver-side digital backpropagation. In Section 5, we estimate the pdfs of a nonlinear fiber-optics channel with a conventional dispersion map by evaluating of histograms and determine the optimum signal constellation. After obtaining the optimum signal constellation we study the performance improvement of this constellation. Finally, in Section 6, some important concluding remarks are given.
AIR CALCULATION
Let the sets of input alphabets and output alphabets be finite and denoted by x and y respectively. For optical transmission system using multilevel modulation schemes, the input alphabet forms a set of M-ary constellation points, while the output is the corresponding set of all possible channel outputs.
The optical transmission system as a whole is modeled as a dynamical ISI channel, in which m" previous and m" next symbols influence the observed symbol. We assume that the input process X = (x 1 , … , x k , …) is a stationary discretetime Markov random process with memory 0 ' m . We assume that the channel output sequence Y = (y 1 , … , y k , …) is a time-invariant discrete time channel with transition probabilities being invariant with respect to time. The channel is completely specified by the input alphabet (x k-m" , … , x k , … , x k+m" ) and the output alphabet y k . The channel output can be described as a hidden Markov sequence, which transition probabilities are
The source and channel state model can be combined into a finite-state source channel model (FSSC) by redefining the state
. There is a one-to-one correspondence between s k and the input sequence. The total memory m of the 
We assume that FSSC is irreducible if it is possible to reach any state from any state, persistent if it has finite hitting time to get the desired state with probability 1 and aperiodic if returning to any state occurs at random times. Thus, the choice of the initial state does not affect the mutual information rate as long as the sequence is long enough. If the total memory m is 0, it means that the source is independent identically distributed (IID) and the channel is memoryless, hence calculating AIR becomes easier.
An example of a trellis section of the FSSC is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The source, such as QPSK, is a 4-level signal without memory and the channel memory m" is 1, therefore the cardinality of state is 16 m M . The trellis has two time steps and the branch is labeled with input symbols.
According to the Shannon-McMillan-Brieman theorem, information rate of FSSC can be estimated by forward recursion of the BJCR algorithm with probability 1 5,16,17
where k is a scaling factor given by
is a forward metrics and proportion to the probability
, and g(s k ) is the bijection from state space to the input indices set. An example of Forney-style factor graph to model the optical fiber channel is shown in Fig. 1(b) . 
OPTIMUM INPUT DISTRIBUTION BY SPLIT-STEP METHOD
The key step of the optimum signal constellation design is to determine the optimum input distribution. Due to fiber nonlinearities and physical limitations of the transmitter, the average power (AP) and peak power (PP) constraints must be considered simultaneously for fiber-optics channel. If we consider the optical channel as a complex Gaussian channel under AP and PP constraints, it was shown by Shamai 18 , Katz 19 , and Chan 20 that the optimal distributions are discrete amplitude, uniform independent phase (DAUIP). Similarly, we also assume that the optimal distribution for nonlinear optical fiber channel is DAUIP. Therefore, we say that the fiber-optics channel model is rotationally symmetric because the following condition for pdfs holds
where , R and , r are the amplitude and phase of output and input signal, respectively.
Assuming the input distribution u(r) is rotationally symmetric, the capacity is given by
is the output amplitude distribution.
Accordingly, by using equation (5) we should perform optimization not only over the probabilities but also over the mass points of input amplitude. Unfortunately, because the optimum number of mass points is not known in advance, equation (5) is difficult to solve. Moreover, the pdfs obtained by evaluation of histograms are discrete functions. As a consequence, gradient based optimization methods cannot be directly applied here.
In order to overcome the first difficulty, we perform the optimization over the set of admissible input distributions with a finite number of mass points, given by ) where P a is the AP constraint, P p is the PP constraint, n is the number of mass points, which is selected according to the total number of constellation points, i.e. n = 3, 4 for 32-ary constellations. (8) Due to the concavity of the I(u k ), the equation (7) can be easily solved by gradient based methods. The equation (8) can be solved by heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and so on. The sequence {I(u k )} is non-decreasing and should converge to the channel capacity.
OPTIMUM SIGNAL CONSTELLATION DESIGN FOR FIBER-OPTICS SYSTEMS WITH COHERENT DETECTION AND BACKPROPAGATION
In this section, we present a special optimization case for amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise-dominated communication channels, where the channel pdfs are assumed to be complex Gaussian-like pdfs. The optimum signal constellation is designed for 32-ary modulation formats. Its performance is compared to star quadrature amplitude modulation (sQAM), which consists of 4 rings with 8 points each.
The first step is to determine the optimum input distribution according to the split-step method described in Section 3. The SNR is set to 15 dB because the capacity of the complex Gaussian channel is 5.03 bits/channel use, which is large enough for 32-ary modulation formats. The average power of the input distribution is normalized to 1. To improve the power efficiency of the transmitter, the peak power of the input distribution is set to 2, which is smaller than that of sQAM. The number of mass points of the input distribution is 4, which is the same as observed sQAM. By using equation (7) and (8), the optimum distribution is determined and shown in Fig. 2 . As numerical results indicate, the resulting distribution of input amplitude is similar to a Rayleigh distribution. The optimum signal constellation can be further be determined by quantizing the optimum distribution, while minimizing the mean-square quantization error. The optical transmission system under study is shown in Fig. 3 . The transmitter and receiver configuration is similar to bit-interleaved LDPC-coded modulation scheme introduced by Djordjevic 4, 21 . The receiver-side backpropagation is used to keep the channel memory reasonable low. The dispersion map consists only of the standard single mode fiber (SMF) with EDFA being deployed periodically, every 100 km. The launched power is set to 0 dBm and the EDFA noise figure is set to 5 dB. The symbol rate is 50 Gb/s and LDPC (8547, 6922, 0.8) code is used as a channel code. Fig. 3 The fiber-optic transmission system with coherent detection and backpropagation.
In Fig. 4 the AIRs of sQAM and optimized signal constellation are calculated by using the forward recursion of BJCR algorithm described in Section 2. As it can be seen from Fig. 4 , the optimized signal constellation increases the AIR by at least 0.05 bits/channel use after 6 spans. The BER performance of optimum signal constellation is shown in Fig. 5 . The optimized signal constellation allows up to 1200 km transmission without any countable errors, and outperforms its sQAM counterpart by three spans. 
OPTIMUM SIGNAL CONSTELLATION DESIGN FOR COHERENT DECTION SYSTEMS USING APPROXIMATE PDFs
In this section, we numerically design the optimum signal constellation for nonlinear fiber-optics channel. The system under study is similar to that shown in Fig. 3 , except the receiver-side backpropagation is not used, and each span consist of 80 km SMF and 40 km dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). Pre-compensation of 20 km of DCF and corresponding post-compensation are used. The VPITransmissionMaker is used for channel capacity evaluation and transmission experiments. The first step is to estimate the pdfs of a fiber channel. Due to fiber nonlinearities, it is hard to find an analytic form of the pdfs. Therefore, pdfs are approximated by simulation, namely by evaluating the histograms 5, 11 , edgeworth expansion 22 , and so on. In this work, we estimate pdfs by evaluating the histograms. According to the algorithm described in Section 3, pdfs are assumed to be rotationally systematic. The pdf of any given input amplitude can be obtained by interpolating the discrete pdfs of an M-ary amplitude-shift-keying (ASK) modulation format. In this work, a 32-ary ASK is used to estimate the pdf of a given input amplitude, with peak-to-average power ratio (Rpa) of 2.95. Consequently, the maximum Rpa for any resulting constellation should be smaller than 2.95.
The contour plots of the pdfs of 32-ary ASK are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen from the Fig. 6(a) that the pdfs after two spans are similar to the Gaussian distribution. The distortion of the pdfs due to the fiber nonlinearity increases with the input amplitude. From Fig. 6(b) it is clear that the pdfs are no more Gaussian-like after 19 spans, and the corresponding channel capacity should decrease compared to complex Gaussian channel. Based on the discrete pdfs of 32-ary ASK, we calculate the optimal distributions and channel capacities by solving equations (7) and (8) . As discussed in Section 4, the number of mass points n is set to 4 and the Rpa is set to 2.13. We use the tuple (Rpa, L) to denote the pdfs after L spans with the specified PP. The optimized channel capacities for (2.13, 1:20) are shown in Fig. 7(a) , where 1:20 denotes the number of spans ranging from one to 20. Compared to the achievable information rate of uni-spaced ring constellations, the improvement in capacity by optimizing the probabilities and mass points is 1.02 bits/channel use after 2000 km of SMF. Moreover, the improvement decreases with the transmission distance. After quantizing the optimum input distribution of (2.13, 19) , the optimal constellation (32-ary (2.13, 19) ) is shown in Fig. 7(b) . It can be seen from the figure that the constellation is more compact than 32-ary sQAM and the PP is smaller than that of 32-ary sQAM. The BERs of 32-ary sQAM and 32-ary (2.13, 19) are summarized in Fig.  8 . The optimized constellation, LDPC-coded 32-ary (2.13 19), outperforms its sQAM counterpart by one span. The improvement for only one span can be contributed to multilevel BCJR equalizer, which can operate even under severe signal distortions due to fiber nonlinearities. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a method capable of designing the optimum signal constellation for an arbitrary dispersion map. The first step is to obtain the pdfs of the fiber-optics channel, which can be approximated by complex Gaussianlike pdfs when backpropagation is used or estimated by evaluating histograms when backpropagation is not used. We then applied the proposed split-step method to determine the capacity-achieving input distribution. Finally, we determine the optimum signal constellation by quantization of optimum source distribution. To illustrate the efficiency of proposed method on signal constellation design, we presented two examples of 32-ary modulation format. The first signal constellation is obtained by assuming that the channel pdfs are complex Gaussian-like pdfs, which represents a reasonable assumption when backpropagation method is used. The numerical results show that this signal constellation outperforms corresponding sQAM counterpart by three spans. The second signal constellation is determined for dispersion managed transmission, in which the 32-ary ASK is used to evaluate the pdf of a given input amplitude. Upon the determination of the optimum input distribution, we obtain the corresponding signal constellation in similar fashion. The signal constellation can increase the information rate of uni-spaced ring constellation by 1.02 bits/channel use. The numerical results indicate that 2500 km transmission is possible with spectral efficiency of 4 bits/s/Hz per single polarization.
